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Learn how to unleash your inner Unix geek!Version 3.2, updated April 13, 2022If you've ever
thought you should learn to use the Unix command line that underlies macOS, or felt at sea
when typing commands into Terminal, Joe Kissell is here to help! With this book, you'll become
comfortable working on the Mac's command line, starting with the fundamentals and adding
more advanced topics as your knowledge increases.Joe includes 66 real-life "recipes" for tasks
that are best done from the command line, as well as directions for working with permissions,
carrying out grep-based searches, creating shell scripts, and installing Unix software.The book
begins by teaching you these core concepts:The differences among Unix, a command line, a
shell, and TerminalExactly how commands, arguments, and flags workThe basics of Terminal's
interface and how to customize itNext, it's on to the command line, where you'll learn:How to
navigate your Mac's directory structureBasic file management: creating, copying, moving,
renaming, opening, viewing, and deleting filesCreating symbolic linksThe types of command-
line programsHow to start and stop a command-line programHow to edit a text file in nanoHow
to customize your prompt and other shell defaultsThe importance of your PATH and how to
change it, if you need toHow to get help (Joe goes way beyond telling you to read the man
pages)You'll extend your skills as you discover how to:Create basic shell scripts to automate
repetitive tasks.Make shell scripts that have variables, user input, conditional statements, loops,
and math.See which programs are running and what system resources they're consuming.Quit
programs that refuse to quit normally.Enable the command line to interact with the
Finder.Control another Mac via its command line with ssh.Understand and change an item's
permissions, owner, and group.Run commands as the root user using sudo.Handle output with
pipe () or redirect (> or <).Use grep to search for text patterns in files and filter output.Install new
command-line software from scratch or with a package manager.Use handy shortcuts in the
Terminal app itself and in zsh.Questions answered include:What changed on the command line
in macOS 12 Monterey and macOS 11 Big Sur? (Not much, unless you have an M-series
Mac!)What changed on the command line in macOS 10.15 Catalina? (A lot!)What are the
differences between the zsh shell and the bash shell?Which shell am I using, and how can I
change my default shell?How do I quickly figure out the path to an item on my Mac?How can I
customize my Terminal window so I can see man pages behind it?How can I make a shortcut to
avoid retyping the same long command?Is there a trick for entering a long path quickly?What
should I say when someone asks if I know how to use vi?How do I change my prompt to suit my
mood or needs?What is Command Line Tools for Xcode?When it comes to package managers,
which one should I use?Finally, to help you put it all together, the book showcases 66 real-world
"recipes" that combine commands to perform useful tasks, such as listing users who've logged
in recently, manipulating graphics, using a separate FileVault password, creating and editing
user accounts, figuring out why a disk won't eject, copying the source code of a webpage,
determining which apps have open connections to the internet, flushing the DNS cache, finding



out why a Mac won't sleep, sending an SMS message, and deleting stubborn items from the
Trash.
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Read Me FirstWelcome to Take Control of the Mac Command Line with Terminal, Third Edition,
version 3.2, published in April 2022 by alt concepts. This book was written by Joe Kissell and
edited by Geoff Duncan.This book introduces you to the macOS command line environment,
teaching you how to use the Terminal utility to accomplish useful, interesting tasks that are either



difficult or impossible to perform in the graphical interface. Most of the examples work with 10.6
Snow Leopard and later, although a few techniques require more recent versions of macOS.If
you want to share this ebook with a friend, we ask that you do so as you would with a physical
book: “lend” it for a quick look, but ask your friend to buy a copy for careful reading or reference.
Discounted are available.Copyright © 2022, Joe Kissell. All rights reserved.Updates and
MoreYou can access extras related to this ebook on the web (use the link in Ebook Extras, near
the end; it’s available only to purchasers). On the ebook’s Take Control Extras page, you
can:Download any available new version of the ebook for free, or buy any subsequent edition at
a discount.Download various formats, including PDF, EPUB, and Mobipocket. (Learn about
reading on mobile devices on our page.)Read the ebook’s blog. You may find new tips or
information, as well as a link to an author interview.If you bought this ebook from the Take
Control website, it has been added to your account, where you can download it in other formats
and access any future updates.BasicsPlease be aware of the following special
considerations:Spurious hyphens! When you view this ebook in EPUB or Mobipocket format,
your ebook reader (such as Apple Books or Kindle) may insert extra hyphens in the longer lines
of text that are provided as examples of what to type on the command line. You can mitigate this
problem by viewing the text in a single column, with a smaller font, and in a landscape
orientation. In some cases, you can turn off auto-hyphenation to remove these spurious
hyphens. For example, if you are reading in Books in iOS, you can go to Settings > Books and
turn off the Auto-hyphenation switch. However, with auto-hyphenation off, Books may now cut off
some wider lines of command-line text.If you are reading this ebook to absorb the material
conceptually, this won’t be a problem, but if you want to type the commands on your Mac,
consider downloading the PDF of this ebook onto your Mac, in order to read it there. As a bonus,
you can copy the command-line text out of the PDF and paste it on the command line. Read
Ebook Extras for help with downloading the PDF.Entering commands: I frequently tell you to
“enter” a command in a Terminal window. This means you should type the command and then
press Return or Enter. Typing a command without pressing Return or Enter afterward has no
effect.Getting commands into Terminal: When you see commands that are to be entered into a
Terminal window, you can type them manually. As I mentioned just above, if you’re reading this
on a Mac, you can copy the command from the ebook and paste it into Terminal (which is handy,
especially for longer and more complex commands).Whichever method you use, keep these tips
in mind:When typing: Every character counts, so watch carefully. The font that represents text
you should type is monospaced, meaning every character has the same width. So, if it looks like
there’s a space between two characters, there is—and you should type it. Similarly, be sure to
type all punctuation—such as hyphens, periods, and quotation marks—exactly as it appears in
the book, even if it seems odd. If you type the wrong thing, the command probably won’t work.
(In the EPUB or Mobipocket version of this book, the font shown might not be monospaced.
Also, be sure to read the first item in this list, to avoid entering unnecessary hyphens.)When
copying and pasting: If you select a line of text to copy and paste into Terminal, be sure that your



selection begins with the first character and ends with the last. If you accidentally leave out
characters, the command probably won’t work, and if you select too much (for example,
extending your selection to the next line), you may see unexpected results, such as the
command executing before you’re ready.What’s New in Version 3.2Version 3.2 updates the book
to cover macOS 12 Monterey and adds a few other small but useful changes:Added the topic
What Changed in Monterey? to cover the removal of PHP and Python from macOS and changes
to proxy icon supportUpdated Clear the Screen with more accurate informationMentioned a new
flag available starting in Monterey for the rm command; see the sidebar Warning! The rm
Command Has No Safety NetMentioned that you can run shortcuts from the Shortcuts app on
the command line; see Run a ScriptAdded the topic Open a URL to describe a new option for
the open command starting in MontereyAdded a link to an article about grep, sed, and awk; see
Get a Grip on grepAdjusted the text in Homebrew to account for the new default installation
location on M-series MacsUpdated the recipe Remove the Proxy Icon Hover Delay in Big Sur to
reflect the fact that it’s no longer needed in MontereyAdded a recipe to Use Old-Style Alerts in
Big Sur and LaterAdded a recipe to Turn Off Auto BootWhat Was New in Versions 3.1.1 &
3.1.2Version 3.1.1 corrected a small error involving differences between how bash and zsh
determine whether strings are equivalent; see Flow Control. Version 3.1.2 fixed two small
typos.What Was New in Version 3.1Besides a handful of small corrections and terminology
updates, version 3.1 brought the book up to date with Big Sur and included the following notable
changes:Added a What Changed in Big Sur? topic (spoiler: nothing of any serious consequence
when it comes to the command line)Added a sidebar About Recovery Mode, which details
differences using this mode between Intel-based and M-series MacsSprinkled in a few tips and
clarifications about working with the split system volume in Catalina and laterNoted how zsh may
behave slightly differently with the exit command; see End a Shell SessionIncluded PHP and Tcl
in the list of scripting languages discussed in Scripting Languages Were Deprecated and Run a
ScriptAdded a tip about using Touch ID in place of a password with the sudo command; see
Using sudoUpdated the description of Nix to mention new installation workarounds for Catalina
and laterAdded a recipe for making proxy icons easier to use in Big Sur: see Remove the Proxy
Icon Hover Delay in Big SurIncluded basic information about using Swift in command-line
scripts; see Run a ScriptAdjusted the recipe Enable or Disable Your Mac’s Startup Chime to
account for the fact that Apple re-enabled the startup chime in Big SurWhat Was New in Version
3.0.1This small update made a few minor changes:Clarified in the sidebar Which Programs Can
I Run? that the double-Esc trick works only with bash, not with zshAdded a new Terminal tip:
Erase Output from the Previous CommandIn Scroll Back to the Previous Command, noted that
you can move in either directionAdded instructions to Run a Shell Script from the FinderWhat
Was New in the Third EditionEven though the Terminal window is the same blank slate it always
was, and shells like bash and zsh operate just as they have for years, changes to Mac hardware
and software since the previous edition of this book in 2016 required quite a few adjustments to
the text. I also expanded coverage of several topics in response to reader requests. Here are the



most significant changes in this edition:Added coverage of zsh throughout the book; see
especially What’s a Shell?, Zsh Became the New Default Shell, and Zsh Tips and
ShortcutsProvided detailed coverage of changes in Catalina that affect the command line, of
which there were quite a few besides the new default shell of zsh; see What Changed in
Catalina?Adjusted the instructions for setting preferences in Terminal to match what’s in recent
versions of macOS; see Change the Window’s AttributesIncluded instructions for switching the
current shell (see Change Your Current Shell) and additional techniques for changing your
default shell (see Change Your Default Shell)Explained how to deal with the read-only system
volume starting in Catalina; see See What’s HereAdded instructions for using the head
command (to complement tail); see HeadIncluded a sidebar called Which Programs Can I Run?
that tells you how to list all available command-line programsSignificantly expanded Customize
Your Defaults to cover the use of startup files in both zsh and bashAdded coverage of the
Redirect Input (<) operator, to match Redirect Output (>)Massively revised Use a Package
Manager with updated details and my latest recommendations, and added a mention of
NixAdded an entirely new chapter, Learn Command-Line Shortcuts, that includes tips for both
the Terminal app itself and the zsh shellIn Command-Line Recipes, edited many of the recipes
for compatibility and to add detail; also removed six command-line recipes that no longer work
with modern Mac hardware and/or software, but…Added 13 brand-new recipes! They are:Show
Half-Star Ratings in Music or iTunesDisable Inline Attachment Viewing in MailCreate and Edit
User AccountsReset a Lost PasswordDownload Old Versions of macOSManipulate
GraphicsSet Up a Password-less SSH LoginUse Disk Utility from the Command LineReboot in
Recovery ModeUse Terminal in Recovery ModeGet Quick Answers to Programming
QuestionsUnhide Your User Library FolderFind Item Frequency in a CSV File

IntroductionBack when I began using computers, in the early 1980s, user interfaces were pretty
primitive. A computer usually came with only a keyboard for input—mice were a novelty that
hadn’t caught on yet. To get your computer to do something, you typed a command, waited for
some result, and then typed another command. There was simply no concept of pointing and
clicking to make things happen.When I finally switched from DOS to the Mac (without ever going
through a Windows phase, I should mention!), I was thrilled that I could do my work without
having to memorize lists of commands, consult manuals constantly, or guess at how to
accomplish something. Everything was right there on the screen, just a click away. It was simpler
—not in the sense of being less powerful, but in the sense of requiring less effort to access the
same amount of power. Like most everyone else, I fell instantly in love with graphical
interfaces.Fast forward a few decades, and I sometimes find myself faced with some mundane
task, such as deleting a file that refuses to disappear from the Trash or changing an obscure
system preference. After wasting time puzzling over how to accomplish my task—and perhaps
doing some web searches—I discover that the Mac’s graphical interface does not, in fact, offer
any built-in way to do what I want. So I have to hunt on the internet for an app that seems to do



what I want, download it, install it, and run it (and perhaps pay for it, too), all so that I can
accomplish a task with my mouse that would have taken me 5 seconds in DOS 30-odd years
ago.That’s not simple.I’m a Mac user because I don’t have time to waste. I don’t want my
computer to put barriers between me and my work. I want easier ways to do things instead of
harder ways. Ironically, the Mac’s beautiful graphical interface, with all its menus, icons, and
buttons, doesn’t always provide the easiest way to do something, and in some cases it doesn’t
even provide a hard way. The cost of elegance and simplicity is sometimes a lack of
flexibility.Luckily, macOS isn’t restricted to the graphical realm of windows and icons. It has
another whole interface that lets you accomplish many tasks that would otherwise be difficult, or
even impossible. This other way of using macOS looks strikingly like those DOS screens from
the 1980s: it’s a command-line interface, in which input is done with the keyboard, and the
output is sent to the screen in plain text.The usual way of getting to this alternative interface
(though there are others) is to use an app called Terminal, located in the Utilities folder inside
your Applications folder. It’s a simple app that doesn’t appear to do much at first glance—it
displays a window with a little bit of text in it. But Terminal is in fact the gateway to vast power.If
you read TidBITS, Take Control books, Macworld, or any of the numerous other Mac
publications, you’ve undoubtedly seen tips from time to time that begin, “Open Terminal and type
in the following…”. Many Mac users find that sort of thing intimidating. What do I click? How do I
find my way around? How do I stop something I’ve started? Without the visual cues of a
graphical interface, lots of people get stuck staring at that blank window.If you’re one of those
people, this book is for you. It’s also for people who know a little bit about the command line but
don’t fully understand what they can do, how to get around, and how to stay out of trouble. By
the time you’re finished reading this book and trying out the examples I give, you should be
comfortable interacting with your Mac by way of the command line, ready to confidently use
Terminal whenever the need arises.It’s not scary. It’s not hard. It’s just different. And don’t worry—
I’ll be with you every step of the way!Much of this book is concerned with teaching you the skills
and basic commands you must know in order to accomplish genuinely useful things later on. If
you feel that it’s a bit boring or irrelevant to learn how to list files or change directories,
remember: it’s all about the end result. You learn the fundamentals of baking not because
measuring flour or preheating an oven is intrinsically interesting, but because you need to know
how to do those things in order to end up with cookies. And let me tell you, the cookies make it
all worthwhile!Speaking of food—my all-purpose metaphor—this book doesn’t only provide
information on individual ingredients and techniques. In particular, the last chapter is full of
terrific, simple command-line recipes that put all this power to good use while giving you a taste
of some advanced capabilities I don’t explore in detail. Among many other things, this book
shows you:How to figure out what’s preventing a disk from disconnecting (unmounting or
ejecting)How to tell which apps are currently accessing the internetHow to rename lots of files at
once, even if you’re not running Yosemite or laterHow to change a number of hidden
preferencesHow to understand and change file permissionsHow to automate command-line



activities with scriptsAstute readers may note that some of these tasks can be accomplished
with third-party utilities. That’s true, but the command line is infinitely more flexible—and
Terminal is free!I should be clear, however, that this book won’t turn you into a command-line
expert. I would need thousands of pages to describe everything you can accomplish with the
command line. Instead, my goal is to cover the basics and get you up to a moderate level of
familiarity and competence. And, based on feedback from the first two editions of this book, I’ve
expanded the scope of this revised third edition to include a number of topics that are a bit more
advanced.Most of my examples work with any version of macOS from 10.6 Snow Leopard on,
although a few techniques require later versions; I point those out as we go along.
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Old Sub Sailor, “UP TO DATE for macOS at this tine. This appears to be the only current macOS
Terminal / Unix book available. The other books are very old, and at least one publisher had
stopped publishing their book, but alas many issues of it are still floating around.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent book.. This book is well written and a pleasure to read.I haven't
finished the book yet, but I am sure thatit contains all of the mac terminal knowledge thatI will
ever need.”

The book by Joe Kissell has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 24 people have provided feedback.
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